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DISCIPLINE WORKSHOP
Children misbehave because :
1,
2,
3,
4,

They want ATTENTION
They seek POWER
They're looking for REVENGE
They've given up, want you to leave them
alone, and so schoose to DISPLAY THEIR
INADEQUACY .

Attention Seeker :
We all want to be noticed sometimes .
Never give attention on demand, even for useful
behaviour, Help students become self-motivated .
Give attention in ways they don't expect .
Catch
them being "good",
Remember :
If you feel annoyed, the student's goal
is probably attention .
If your blood pressure
rises, if your feelings intensify, if you're ANGRY,
the student likely wants power .

Power Seeker :
Rebellious and defiant - believe that they belong
only if they control,
Withdraw from the conflict .
Let the consequences
of students' behaviour occur . Win their cooperation by enlisting their help .

Revenge :
Whether their injury is real or imagined, these
students feel mistreated ;
they are motivated by
their private sense of injustice to hurt others
as they have been hurt,

When dealing with revengeful behaviour,

remember :

Avoid feeling hurt, Don't get hooked into
seeking your own revenge .
Instead, work to
build a trusting relationship .

Disp lay of Inadequacy
These students may have set unrealistically high
standards for themselves and failed once too often .
Now they've surrendered to their feelings of
hopelessness . They don't believe they can ever
fit in or contribute anything to the group,
Avoid criticism and pity,
Don't give up .
Encourage any positive effort .

THE FOUR GOALS OF MISBEHAVIOUR
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STUDENT'S
FAULTY BELIEF

STUDENT'S
GOAL

TEACHER'S
FEELINGS

TEACHER'S
REACTIONS

STUDENT'S RESPONSE
TO TEACHER'S
REACTION .

GUIDELINES FORREDIRECTING
MISBEHAVIOUR .

I belong ONLY
when I'm noticed
or served .

Attention

Annoyed

Remind,
coax .

Temporarily stops
misbehaviour ; later
resumes same behaviour
or seeks attention in
another way .

I belong ONLY
when I'm in
control or when
I'm proving that
no one can make
e do anything .

Power

Angry,
provoked .

Give in or
fight with
power .

Intensifies power
struggle or submits
with defiant
compliance .

Recognize that
reminders and warnings only reinforce
the goal .
Ignore
behaviour when
possible . Give
attention in
unexpected ways .
Notice positive
behaviour .
Withdraw from
conflict . Help
students use power
constructively by
enlisting their
help .

I belong ONLY
when I hurt
others and get
even .
I can't
be liked . .

Revenge

Hurt

Retaliate,
get even .

Seeks further revenge .

Avoid punishment,
retaliation, feelin
hurt . Build
trusting relationship .

I belong ONLY
when I convince
others that I am
unable and
helpless .

Display of
inadequacy .

Despairing,
hopeless,
discouraged .

Agree with
student that
nothing can
be done .
Give up .

Shows no
improvement .

Recognize student's
deep discouragement
Don't give up, pity
or criticize .
Encourage all
positive effort .

To identify student's goal :
1 . Examine your own feelings and reactions to the misbehaviour .
2 . Analyze the student's response to what you do and say .

The Four Goals of Misbehavior

Student's
Faulty Sellel
.

I belong only
when I'm
noticed or
served .

2 . 1 belong only
when I'm in
control or when
I'm proving that
no onecan
make me do
anything.
3.
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Student's Goal

Teacher's
Feelings

Teacher's
Reactions

Attention

Annoyed.

Remind, coax .

Power

Angry,
provoked .

Give m or fight
power with
power.

Student's
Response to
Teacher's
Reaction

Effective Approaches to Classroom Challenges
Guidelines for
Redirecting
Misbehavior

Temporarily
stops misbehavior ; later
resumessame
behavior or
seeks attention
in anotherway.

Recognize that
reminders and
warnings only
reinforce the
goal Ignore
behavior when
possible Give
attention in
unexpected
ways Notice
positive
behavior

Intensifies
power struggle
or submits with
defiant
compliance,

Withdraw from
conflict Help
students use
power
constructively
by enlisting
their help

I belong only
when Ihurt
others and get
even . I can't be
liked.

Revenge

Hurt,

Retaliate, get
even .

Seeks further
revenge.

Avoid punishment . ietallalion . feeling
hurt Build
trusting
relationship

I belong only
when I
convince
others that I am
unable and
helpless .

Display of
Inadequacy

Despairing,
hopeless,
discouraged.

Agree with
student that
nothing can be
done . Give up.

Shows no
improvement .

Recognize
student s deep
discouragement Don't
give up, pity . or
criticize
Encourage all
positive effort .

To identify student's goal :

1 . Examine your own feelings and reactions to the misbehavior .
2. Analyze the student's response to what you do and say.

1.

Approach

Purpose

Example

Reflective listening.

Communicating understanding
of students' feelings about
problems they face

"You feel very sad because
your friend says he doesn't like
you anymore "
(To the Claus) "When you are
not interested in my lesson, I
feel very discouraged because
I've worked hardto prepare it

2.

1-message.

Communicating your feelings
to students about how their
behavior affects you.

3,

Exploring alternatives.

Helping students decide how to
solve a problem they own or
negotiating agreements with
students for teacher-owned
problems .

"What are some ways you
could solve your problem? Or,
"How could we settle our
disagreement?"

Natural and logical
consequences .

Allowing students within limits
to decide how they will behave
and permitting them to
experience the results of their

Natural Students who fight
may get hurt
Logical Students who fight go
to the talk-it-over area .
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Giving permission to
misbehave.

Doing the unexpected by
permitting misbehavior under
certain conditions .

Astudentwho swears is invited
to go to a corner of the room to
practice swearing

6.

Acknowledging the student's
power.

Admitting defeat or vulnerability in an effort to defuse the
student's attempt to
overpower, get revenge, or
show superiority

"You've proved your point I
Can't force you to work ."

Creating alternatives : turning a
minus into a plus .

Channeling misbehavior and
mistaken goals in constructive
directions .

The student who uses humor to
disrupt can be put in charge of
a comic classroom play
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
Mr Constantinos's second-grade class has trouble getting
settled down and ready for instruction . When the
morning bell rings, Mr Constantinos tells the students
to get into their seats and be quiet so that instruction
can begin . Some of the students do as he asks . Others
sharpen their pencils, hang up their coats, or continue
wandering around chatting . Mr Constantinos has to tell
them to quiet down and get into their seats five or six
times . By the time the class has finally settled in,
ten minutes have gone by . This situation is repeated
after morning recess, after lunch, and after any
activity that takes the students out of the room .

GOALS OF
MISBEHAVIOR

APPROACH/ES I
WOULD ATTEMPT

(43)
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
Mrs Thompson's fifth-grade class is having a free-time
period . Crystal and Stacy are looking at a picture
book that Crystal has brought to school . As they are
looking at the book, Stacy tries to turn one of the
pages . Because she is too rambunctious, she
accidentally rips the page out of the book . Crystal
gets very upset and says that she's going to get in
trouble at home . The book is an expensive gift that
has been given to her mother . Mrs Thornton isn't
sure how to handle the situation .

GOALS OF
MISBEHAVIOR

APPROACH/ES I
WOULD ATTEMPT

(89)
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
Amy is a student in Ms Martinelli's sixth-grade
class . Ms Martinelli has just informed Amy that
she will have to redo her writing assignment because
the paper is too messy . Amy responds by saying "The
only reason I have to redo it is because you don't
like me . You're always picking apart everything I do .
I don't see why I should have to redo the assignment ."
Ms Martinelli explains, "I'm not picking on you, Amy .
I'm having you redo the assignment because I know that
you are capable of doing better work . Any student
that turns in work that is not up to capacity must
redo it .
I like you just fine, but you need to do
the best work you can ." Amy and Ms Martinelli have
had similar conversations many times .

GOALS OF
MISBEHAVIOUR

APPROACH/ES I
WOULD ATTEMPT

4 .
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
A new student is joining Mr Jackson's kindergarten
class . When the new student arrives with his
mother, Mr Jackson introduces himself . The
mother responds by saying "Hello .
I'm Mrs Barton
and this is Adam . He's very shy ." Adam is
holding onto his mother's leg . Mr Jackson reaches
out to shake Adam's hand, but Adam hides behind
his mother's back . Mrs Barton says, "Now, Adam,
don't be silly . Shake Mr Jackson's hand ." She
then tries to coax her son from behind her back .
Mr Jackson tactfully suggests that Mrs Barton leave
so that Adam and he can get better acquainted .
When the mother starts to leave, Adam begins to
cry hysterically . Mrs Bartons asks, "Should I
stay and help him get used to being here?"
Mr Jackson isn't sure what to tell her .

GOALS OF
MISBEHAVIOUR

APPROACH/ES I
WOULD ATTEMPT

5.
(76)
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
Becky has just told the teacher that she put her
maths assignment in the folder for completed papers .
The teacher is able to locate everyone's paper except Becky's .
Earlier that day, Becky told the
teacher that several students tried to beat her up
on the way to school .
She also stated that she could
not take part in P .E . class because she was sick and her
mother had told her to sit out of P .E .
The teacher is
not sure what to believe .
He knows that Becky has a
habit of "telling stories" or stretching the facts .
It's
always difficult to tell when she's being truthful .
Time
and time again, one of Becky's possessions mysteriously
disappears or she tells a story that does not sound
quite right .
The teacher has long since learned not
to trust what Becky says .

GOALS OF
MISBEHAVIOUR

APPROACH/ES I
WOULD ATTEMPT

N
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
Tod is a kindergarten student who spends most
of his time right next to the teacher . It
doesn't matter what the activity is, Tod is
right by the teacher's side trying to hold
her hand or sit in her lap . The teacher has
tried to encourage Tod to do things independently .
She managed to get him started on painting a
picture, but Tod was by her side within five
minutes .
"Teacher, come look at my picture ."
Everytime the teacher turns around, Tod is by
her side .

GOALS OF
MISBEHAVIOUR

APPROACH/ES I
WOULD ATTEMPT

FIRST AID TECHNIQUES IN CONTROLLING CLASSROOM BEHAVIOUR
Experts on child behaviour are usually interested in trying
to change deepseating problems over a long period of time .
They are
impatient of parents and teachers who want to know the answer to such
questions as "What can I do if Johnny starts hitting his little brother?"
"How can I stop Johnny from interrupting my lessons every few minutes?"
Yet these are the sort of questions for which parents and teachers need
an answer .
Until they can cope with what Redl and Wineman call "Surface
Behaviour", they are not able to think about helping the child with his
long-term problem .
Many techniques for the control of surface behaviour have been worked
out by those in close everyday contact with aggressive, acting-out children .
Some of these techniques will appear to you as self-evident, as measures you
have employed over and over again, and the terminology may well appear amusing .
What is important, however, is that in listing them in this way teachers learn
to use these techniques deliberately, choosing whichever is appropriate for
the occasion rather than what is traditional to the school or whatever may be
clutched at in the stress of circumstance .
It will be noticed that punishment, perhaps the most frequently employed technique for handling surface
behaviour, is reduced to one out of seventeen and is the least recommended .
This list is taken from "The Aggressive Child" by Fritz Redl and
David Wineman published by the Free Press of Glencoe .
(1)

Planned Ignoring .
This is the skill needed in sizing up
surface behaviour and in seeing that much of it, unless
reinforced, will peter out of itself .
Interference is
then limited to those behaviours which are too disruptive
or are unlikely to stop from their own exhaustion . This
technique of planned ignoring applies to most attentionseeking behaviour .

(2)

Signal Interference . Much wild behaviour occurs, not because
the child has no judgement about the danger implied or its
unacceptability but because the danger signals given from
his inner controls are too weak or the attractions of the
behaviour are too great . At such times the observant teacher
can anticipate his reaction and can signal his disapproval .
For example, a child fiddling with a ruler can be observed
to be tempted to use it as a missile . A shake of the head
from the teacher can re-inforce the child's own resistance
to the temptation . The teacher needs to have a good relationship with the child and to act at an early stage in the
behaviour if this technique is to be effective .
Two boys
squaring up for a fight can be calmed down merely by the
teacher calling their names . Once they have exchanged blows
however, it is much harder to interfere .

(3)

Proximity and Touch Control .
The nearness of an adult can
have a calming effect on many children . Moving a child to a
seat near the teacher is a recognition of this fact . Similarly
the teacher, by moving round the classroom during activity
periods can calm down many incipient disturbances . With many
children, however, proximity is not enough .
The teacher needs
to touch the child, and to put a gentle hand on his shoulder
or to pat his back .
Some very disturbed children need to be
held tightly to help them to control their behaviour but with
most the lightest of contacts is sufficient .

2 8)
(4)

Involvement in Interest Relationship .
This is an expansion
of the "distraction" technique used with small children .
("Look at that dog over there!" to a naughty small boy in a
car) . with older children, a well placed question or an
interest expressed in their activities can serve to reduce
tension and divert antisocial attention-seeking .
Hypodermic Affection .
This is simply to say that there are
many times when what the child needs to help him control his
behaviour is some extra display of affection from an adult .
If the teacher can show that he cares for him at such times, he
can help to reduce destructive or disruptive behaviour .

(6)

Tension-Decontamination Through Humour .
It is possible to
reduce tension in problem behaviour by a judicious use of
humour .
This seems to work by
a)

demonstrating how invulnerable the adult is to the
destructive instinct of the child .

b)

saving the child from feelings of guilt and fear of
retaliation .

c)

allowing the child to save face easily .

d)

acting as a diversion so that the child can forget
his original destructive intention .

This humour should, however, never be aggressive .
be wrong to use sarcasm or cynicism for example .

It would

Hurdle-Help . Much problem behaviour is the result of frustration
and builds up when the child meets obstacles or "hurdles" .
The alert teacher can anticipate these hurdles and can help him
over them so avoiding the behaviour disturbance . This should not
be extended to become over-protective, but, used wisely, is a
valuable way of ensuring that behaviour does not get out of control .
(8)

Interpretation as Interference . By this is meant the attempt to
help the child to understand the meaning of the situation he has
misinterpreted or to understand his own motivation in behaving
in a particular way . Interpretation is used here not as a long-term
clinical treatment but as a way of controlling surface behaviour .

(9)

Regrouping . Very often the misbehaviour results from group attitudes
rather than individual feelings, and behaviour can be controlled by
manipulating the group .
This can range from change of school or
class to changes in sub-grouping as children are moved from
associations which lead-to trouble to associations which lead to
positive growth .

(10)

Restructuring . There is frequently need to restructure the classroom
or out-of-school activities to avoid over-stimulation, boredom,
frustration and jealousy which quickly lead to problem behaviour .
The wise teacher anticipates these points of restructure and
provides changes of programme which avoid the problems .

(11)

Direct Appeal . Too often interference is through threats,
punishment and prohibitions where direct appeal might work .
Appeals related to group progress can be particularly useful
where group loyalties are still present but appeals for
consideration to the adult are effective with most children at
some time . Examples of appeals are :a)

to personal relationship "that's not fair to me" .

b)

to physical reality implications "that's dangerous" .

c)

undesirable consequences "it will break if you do that" .

d)

outside role sensitivities "the other passengers will
object if you do that" .

e)

superego demand "you don't want to be that sort of a boy" .

f)

group code "the other boys won't think that's fair" .

(12)

Limitation of Space and Tools .
It is often necessary to reduce
the level of temptation or overstimulation by placing limits on
the use of tools, space or equipment . Such action should be
totally free of the implication of adult aggression, punishment
or revenge and the timing such that the deprival is seen as
temporary .

(13)

Antiseptic Bouncing . This is not to be seen as an angry adult
throwing out a boy with a display of hostility, aggression, anger
and triumph, but the removal of a child from a scene of conflict
in an emergency . This can happen in a crisis when the child's
behaviour has reached an intensity but also as a preventive step .
The criteria for such "bouncing" are
a)

physical danger to the child himself or to other children .

b)

irritation through the group psychological scene . The
child needs to be removed from the contagion of the group
or else he is having

c)

an uncheckable contagious effect on the group and needs
to be removed to protect them .

d)

need for "face-saving" . Sometimes removal from the scene
is the only way for the child to avoid hurt from the group .

e)

limit rub-in . When the adult needs to show that certain
limits have been passed .

This technique
the break-down
important that
a satisfactory
(14)

has to be used with care and not at all . if it means
It is also
of rapport between teacher and child .
the situation into which the child is removed is
one .

Physical Restraint . This is not to be confused with physical
punishment since there is no evidence that the latter is effective
in changing behaviour in any positive way .
It is necessary some
times with very disturbed children to restrain them physically to
prevent them harming themselves and others . The adult in such a

30)
situation must remain calm, friendly and affectionate . This
is not easybut the importance of a non-punitive attitude
during periods of restraint cannot be over-emphasised .
(15)

Permission and "Authoritative Verbot " .
"Permission" refers
to active encouragement or permission of a specific behaviour
in order to retain some control over it, e .g . children on a
bus trip may begin to sing, to forbid it may lead to frustration
and aggression, to encourage even to organise it, may take the
rebellion out of the action .
The 'authoritative verbot' is the
use of a very firm "no" when this refers to a policy already
decided upon .
The "no" must be free of anger on the adult side
and must not be seen as an arbitrary gesture .
It is no replacement
for a positive attitude towards children's behaviour .

(16)

Promises and Rewards . These are well-tried techniques for parents
and educators, but are least effective with very disturbed children .
Promises imply the ability to delay gratification, reward the
ability to see cause and effect . Disturbed children lack these
abilities, their behaviour is so erratic that they,rarely deserve .
a reward or keep a promise and peer group rivalry is so intense
that one child's reward is another's disgruntlement .. This
suggests that theze techniques are not as easy as they may seem
even in a class of non-disturbed children, and teachers should
restrict their use to occasions when they are clearly effective .

(17)

These techniques are not just the other
Punishment and Threats .
side of the coin from Promises and Rewards .
They are frequently
used in schools and are often the only techniques which occur to
the teacher in times of stress . Punishment involves a complex
psychological process by which the punishing act is attached to
the behaviour which it sets out to correct and is then internalized
in such a way as to make it more likely that this behaviour will be
avoided in future . All of these conditions rarely apply so that
much punishment results in frustration and aggression and some
punishment actually reinforces the wrong behaviour .
For example
the punished child may not learn to avoid talking in class but may
learn to dislike the teacher, the school or the subject . For this
reason punishment should be used as rarely as possibly and only
when the punishment is clearly attached to the behaviour to be
corrected and follows it immediately .

These techniques for controlling surface behaviour have been worked
Their relevance to the normal
out in dealing with very aggressive boys .
classroom situation, however, cannot be underestimated .
Teachers should
practise them in their daily classroom control so that in an emergency they
can use the technique most appropriate to the particular child in a
confident and natural manner .
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Jean Medick tells how a teacher's respect and persistence
can turn student misbehavior into good behavior
Jean Medick

In my I 1 years as a classroom teacher, I
have had many children who, for reasons
I could not fathom at first, would defy my
every effort to teach them . For instance,
there was Walt, a master rule breaker and
lighter who intimidated every other child
on the playground, and who engaged in
a continual power struggle with me. When
Walt came late to school, he would slam
the door viciously ; after I told him he had
broken a rule, he would grin as much as
to say, "What are you going to do about
it?" And there was Carol, a child so quiet
I might have overlooked her problem except that she would draw pictures all day
instead of doing her school work . When
I asked why she wasn't doing her work,
this forlorn child would respond in a barely
audible voice, "I don't know ."
Since I've started teaching I have noticed
that misbehavior problems today cover a
wider spectrum than they used to : from
indifference to learning and inattentiveness
to excessive socializing, inappropriate
language, destruction of property, and
violence . About seven years ago I also
noticed that disciplinary methods that used
to work for me no longer did . The days
when the threat of a punishment, a hard
look, or an assertion of my authority as
the teacher would be enough to improve
a child's behavior are gone .
Why have our misbehavior problems
increased and our discipline methods lost
their effectiveness? Psychiatrists William
Glasserand Rudolph Dreikurs tell us what
6
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we've suspected: Today's children have
changed . When we as teachers look inside
our classroom, we discover the biggest
change : Our children today aren't afraid
of adults anymore .
Whether it is because, as Glasser says,
in a society no longer survival-oriented,
children no longer look to schools to teach
them how to achieve goals, or whether it
is as Dreikurs has theorized, that society
has experienced a turbulent rebellion
against traditional, controlling institutions,
today's children come to school looking
for more than reading, writing, and arithmetic. They come seeking caring relationships with teachers and peers, fun,
laughter, fulfillment, and freedom to develop their unique personalities. Many will
not accept less . If their expectations are
not met, some will fight, as Walt did;
others will be miserable like Carol . Many
not only question but reject what they learn
in school . Many decide for themselves
whether they will or will not learn .
Force and other authoritarian methods
no longer are effective motivators . To discipline today's children, especially those
with severe misbehavior problems, we
must influence them to want to change
their own behavior so that they can meet
their needs and become more successful
in school and in life .
My observations and research have led
me to believe that three distinct categories
of misbehavior spring from a child's intense
need to achieve a sense of worth and his

or her inability to meet this ne_d in school .
:hostile agI call the severe misbehavior,
gressiva, passive aggressive, and withdrawn failure-innage .
Briefly, hostile aggressive children habitually act out their physical and verbal
auger. Passive aggressive children constantly display irritating and annoying behavior . The withdrawn failure-image child
just sits there quietly. All three accomplish
little academically and together comprise
a sizeable portion of those children who
fail at a school .
The hostile aggressive child
Hostile aggressive children push, shove,
kick, bite, hit, intimidate, and threaten
others . They abuse or destroy property
and are sassy, defiant, and verbally abusive . Their behavior threatens a teacher's
ego and spurs a natural desire to retaliate.
This six-step plan is an effective approach to discipline for them .
1 . Make it your goal to help the child
achieve at school . Abandon the authoritarian approach and base all interactions
on teacher and student sharing responsibility for decisions. Be prepared to have
sound, rational arguments and plans. Regardless of how the child behaves, remain
calm, courteous, and pleasant .
2. Make a modest plan to share pleasant
moments every day with the child. Offer
simple compliments . Inquire about outside
interests. Eventually, this obvious caring
will pay off.

Give simple responsibilities in a way
that conveys your belief that the child is
capable of carrying them out well . I like
to ask a hostile aggressive child to be patrol
captain, a coveted fifth grade responsibility . Then 1 listen to the familiar "You
want me to be patrol captain?" while
watching the "you must be crazy lady"
expression . "Yes, I know you will do a
fine job. Will you do it?" I say as though
I'm talking to the most responsible child
in the world . "Sure!" I make a friend
quickly and teach a little about how to do
the job. I've never been disappointed in
my captain's performance .
3. Use classroom rules as a teaching device . In a series of class meetings, let the
entire group make the rules . Set one yourself. "No put-downs or making fun of
others ." Enforce the rules relentlessly but
courteously . A hostile aggressive student
consistently breaks rules. He or she expects
you to get angry, preach, and punish . All
reinforce "the bad kid" self-concept .
Fighting, of course, is one of the hostile
aggressive child's chief ways of achieving
status in the school setting. Your nonpunitive enforcement of the rules takes
away the element of status . In class meetings, encourage children to discuss why
people fight. Discuss alternatives for handling hurt feelings and put-downs.
Introduce a discussion regarding appropriate versus inappropriate behavior in
school . Children often label themselves
bad because they talk, get out of their
seats, or don't listen . Explore thoroughly
what is appropriate and inappropriate in
the library as opposed to the gym. At the
same time discuss those behaviors that
society says are unacceptable like stealing,
lying, and physically hurting others . Hostile aggressive children respond with great
interest to this discussion, as they label
themselves bad most of the time .
4. Teach the childhow and why following
reasonable rules is beneficial . If you follow
the method adapted from William Glasser's
reality therapy, the hostile aggressive child
will have to have many time-outs and even
be sent home several times. But the choice
is the child's. After he or she accepts this
system, explore alternatives to fighting:
walking away, requesting a time-out, going
to you when angry, talking it out, counting

to ten . Be prepared for loud, angry outbursts as an alternative to a fistfight, and
by all means encourage this first step in
self-control .
5. Engage the help of school staff and
parents. Ask all adults in school to greet
the child by name . Prepare thoroughly for
a conference with the parents. Set them
at ease, mention the child's strengths,
present your plan for correction of misbehavior, and express your conviction that
it will work . Parents may be defensive,
but remember, they probably are discouraged as the child is probably difficult
to handle at home, too . Your underlying
message must come through that you like
the child. Ask the parents to help you by
making the child assume total responsibility
for school life .
6. Address academic success . Let the child
know you value his or her interests. If a
boy enjoys football, help him find books
about football and have him write about
football-all year if necessary . Help the
child get started with all academic tasks,
but let him or her set goals. Compliment
success . If he or she refuses to do school
work, have a private conference .' If a child
says he or she would rather stay home than
work, call the parents to take the child
home . The parent should be friendly, ask
no questions, neither scold nor lecture.
Once home the child should be courteously
informed that he or she will be responsible
for amusing himself or herself. Within a
day or two the hostile child returns to school
because staying at home is boring .
The passive aggressive child
The variety of passive aggressive behaviors
defies the imagination . Before I knew about
this kind of behavior, I struggled through
a year with Donald . He quickly learned
that pointless noise grated on my nerves .
He whistled, chuckled, tapped his pencil,
dropped books, snickered, slammed doors,
rattled the gerbil cage, dragged chairs,
slurped water from the fountain,
hummed-all day long . I said "Donald!"
that year over and over as though it were
the only word in my vocabulary . He always
looked surprised and said, "Who, me?"
Through constant irritating behavior, the
passive aggressive child seeks attention .
The behaviors may include leaving be-

longings everywhere, getting up frequently, and so on . Typical verbal responses are: "I couldn't help it ," "He
made me do it," "I didn't hear you ."
1 _ Change your behavior . This child has
ace "pted that kicking, biting, and punching
are unacceptable ways of showing anger,
but he or she has not learned how to deal
with anger constructively . The goal of the
passive aggressive child's behavior is to
get others to act out anger. If successful,
the passive aggressive child seems to experience a momentary relief . .
In order to - help this child, you must
cease to respond with irritation or anger;
you must think before responding .
2. List behaviors that irritate you, ranking
them from most to least annoying . My
first list of observed passive aggressive
behaviors, generated in half an hour, was
startling in its length . Your personal list
is important because what causes you to
become irritated may differ from thi:t c`
another teacher. Divide your list into behaviors that interfere with teaching and
other children's learning and behaviors
related to the child's school work . List
how you will respond to each .
3 . Give this chart to the child. It will provide a necessary shock treatment and it
will cause you to stop reacting in ways
that inadvertently encourage the child's
passive aggression .
4. Make a plan to deal with behavior related
to school work . No matter what the activity, the passive aggressive childprobably
will complain, "Do we have to do that?"
He or she also will reject all alteruatives
you offer. When this happens, say 'o the
child, "You don't have to like what we
do, but your complaints don't help anyone." Then ignore them .
When the child delays starting work,
let him or her know that teaching is your
responsibility and learning is the child's .
Leaving a passive aggressive child sitting
for a day or two with no nagging puts the
child in a vulnerable position . Because of
a great need for interaction, he or she usually chooses to do something.
5 . Tell the child's parents how you will
handle passive aggressive behaviors and
ask them to do the same .
6. Give the child friendly attention daily.
Provide the child opportunities to talk about
INSTRUCTOR, September 1982
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anger, rejection, loneliness, and fear. Give
the child opportunities to be a helper, using
these times to teach specific acceptable
behaviors. Passive aggressive children are
disorganized, easily distracted, and have
difficulty concentrating and completing
tasks . Reinforce all appropriate behaviors
in a specific and brief way.

7. Deal with the child's attitude toward
authority figures. If steps 1 through 6 are
successful, the child should become more
responsible . You may notice, however,
that below the surface of compliance, there
is resentment . In a private conference, after
pointing out all the growth you have seen
in the child, tell him or her that continued

success depends on how he or she views
teachers, principals, and reasonable rules.
Are authority figures friends or enemies?
The child must decide .
All chronic passive aggressive children
desire attention . Steve, an extrovert, desired a great deal of interaction with others,
and his behavior was so disrupting I could

Case study : help for a ho~wtile child
Joe frequently exhibited the extreme
of anger-rage . He was unteachable,
unapproachable, and out of control. He
caused enormous disruption of classroom activities, drained his teachers'
energies, and provoked many fights .
During a conference, I learned Joe's
parents were born and raised in Europe
and were committed to cultural traditions, intellectual values, and a familyoriented life-style that were quite different from those of Joe's peers. His
mother blamed the school for Joe's lack
of achievement and his aggressive behavior on its emphasis on competition .
For Joe's parents the world of sports
and athletic competition was anathema .
Joe, however, expressed the desire to
be a professional athlete, despite the
fact that he participated in sports only
at recess and was not well coordinated .
I was getting a double message as I
listened to Joe's mother. Although she
stressed that aggressive behavior was
not permitted in the home, she was
angry herself that Joe was rebelling
against long-established patterns of
family activities . Her attempts to exert
her authority were becoming less and
less effective . It was apparent that Joe's
survival in school depended upon his
ability to deal with two separate value
systems--that of his home and that of
his school .
I suggested enrolling Joe in a sports
program that stressed skill-building
rather than competition, but Joe's parents rejected this idea . Although Joe's
father listened to my concerns, he expressed the thought that because Joe
was bright he would succeed academically . I told him I did not share his
optimism unless Joe resolved his anger.
After the conference I told Joe how
pleased I was to meet his parents and
to learn about their interests and values .
Joe said nothing and left . Then things
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started to improve. Joe began saying
hello to me . Realizing that I had an
opening, I asked Joe about his dad's
work as a lawyer and his mother's interest in music . I encouraged Joe's efforts in games and asked him to talk
about his avid interest-professional
basketball . In group discussions about
fighting, Joe began to express his feelings . He also talked privately about his
feeling that no one liked him, that he
didn't like himself, and how much he
wanted to be a good athlete.
When he started to get angry at recess, I would intervene quickly and
ask the children involved to talk about
why they were upset, one at a time .
Joe talked freely, and instead of becoming enraged he began to cry hard .
I listened and then asked all the children
for better ways to handle a similar situation in the future .
As positive communication increased
between Joe and his teachers, we were
able to discuss calmly and rationally
with him which behaviors were acceptable and which were not. We taught
him specific things he could do to relate
positively to peers and adults, to keep
rules, and to handle frustration and anger. Afterworking with this for a while,
we then told Joe precisely what would
happen if he defied us, abused another
person, or threw or broke classroom
materials. He would be asked to go to
the office and sit quietly until he was
ready to come back to class with a plan
to work it out. If he did not sit quietly,
his mother would take him home .
Joe made a number of trips to the
office, and his mother was called twice.
After that, Joe did not choose to go
home for the remaining months of
school, and rarely did he have to sit in
the office .
As Joe grew calmer and less angry,
I asked him to distribute science equip-

ment and pass out papers-indications
that I believed he could accept responsibility . Joe almost fell over himself trying to please me . He began to
accept a little instruction, but not much .
Punching and defiance ceased although
he still muttered and grumped . He was
never satisfied with his work .
After things began to improve significantly, I had another conference
with Joe's father . He talked at length
about his work, the changes in society,
and the variety of life-styles that made
it increasm .gly difficult to maintain
cultural :raariuns to which he and his
wife were committed. He said, "We
are struggling ." I replied, "You're not
alone." Then I told him how much I
enjoyed talking to him, that I did not
want to invade the privacy of his family
life, but that I cared about Joe and
wanted him to succeed in school .
Joe was most anxious to know what
his father and I talked about . When I
told him that we talked about the nice
things Joe was doing, and that I thought
his dad a beautiful person, Joe's face
was radiant . He smiled and said,
"Thank you."
For the final three months of school,
Joe was happy, kept the rules, allowed
me to teach him, encouraged and complimented other children at recess, and
became more skillful at games . He
stopped fighting and learned to talk out
problems . After school he wanted to
stay and chat or help clean up .
I wish I could tell you that all went
well for Joe when he went to middle
school . He returned to hostile aggressive behavior. When I learned of this,
I asked myself, "Was it worth the effort
and time you devoted to Joe in fifth
grade?" The answer was yes. Perhaps
Joe will adjust in time to all the newness
and bigness of middle school and take
control of his behavior once again.
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not ignore it . Janet, an introvert, sought
no attention from me openly and little from
her peers . She elicited a considerable
amount of nagging from me, however,
simply because she did no school work
except reading. Janet aroused my irritation
through maintaining silence and appearing
helpless when 1 attempted to interact with
her . With both Steve and Janet, anger was
the underlying cause of their behavior in
school .
r
The withdrawn
failure-image chid
The withdrawn failure-image child avoids
interactions with the teacher and peers,
verbalizes minimally and softly, gives up
quickly, is listless, and has little change
of facial expression . This lonely child,
capable of doing grade-level work or far
more, becomes so discouraged that he or
she no longer tries .
1 . Make a commitment to reach the child.
Be exceptionally aware of this child, patient, warm, supportive with a dogged
never-give-up attitude . The greater the
child's discouragement, the longer it takes
to get a response .
2. Talk your way into the child's inner
world. The key is to find something the
child will want to talk to you about . Short
one-word responses or none at all will
discourage your attempts to make conversation, but you must persist. Even
though the child shows no enthusiasm,
ask. him or her to be a helper . This will
build self-worth and reduce loneliness .
3 ., Use classroom meetings . The withdrawn
failure-image child is silent in classroom
meetings, but just being there reduces his
or her loneliness . At least once or twice
in each meeting cite this child for careful
listening and say, "I would be interested
in your thoughts on this topic ."
4. Encourage the child to verbalize feelings
about school . When I gave my fourth
graders a questionnaire to help me learn
more about then, Al responded to only
one question, "Name something you don't
like ." In large letters he wrote, "I hate
school ." A withdrawn child's genuine
feelings about school are negative, and if
your relationship progresses to the point
where he or she reveals real feelings, listen
with respect and accept them
unconditionally .
5. Make a plan with the child to improve
quality of school life . Ask what you could
do to improve the situation. Let the child
know that whenever he or she thinks of
something he or she wants to do, you want

to hear about it immediately . When the
child takes the initiative-usually hesitantly-give instant support, and if need
be, provide low-keyed guidance .
The first time AI took the initiative he
did so standing a good six feet from me .
"Jim and Paul cleaned the erasers last
year . Could Burt and I do that?" I agreed,
and A1 and Burt went off to make arrangements with the principal to do the
job at recess . When the class returned after
recess, Al and Burt were looking sheepish .
They had whacked heaven knows how
many dirty erasers against ourchalkboards,
and chalk dust was everywhere . It was
pretty funny and we all had to laugh . Al
and Burt managed the eraser cleaning detail
for the whole school competently thereafter, using the machine provided for the
purpose .
6. Study and use the child's learning style.
Does the child prefer books, drawing,
music? Encourage that learning method .
Withdrawn children often express themselves through drawing. Let them draw,
draw, draw . Encourage talk about: "-awing .
The more you draw the withdrawn child
out, the stronger and the happier the child
will become . One day this child will produce =t a rate commensurate with his or
her ability. This is your reward .
Failure within the school situation-the
feeling of not making it-underlies hostile
aggressive, passive aggressive, and withdrawn failure-image behaviors . Authoritarian methods are not only ineffective in
stopping these behaviors, they do nothing
to help the child feel successful or cared
about . In trying to force students to do
what we want them to do, we assume responsibility for their behaviors, a no-win
situation. Change occurs when they assume
responsibility for their own behavior and
want to change . Seven years ago when I
was still using authoritarian methods to
produce compliance, I was discouraged
both in school and as a parent of five
growing children . Today I derive great
pleasure in both of my roles, thanks to
the fact that I learned new influence methods that match our changing times. []
Jean Medick, fifth grade teacher at Bailey
Elementary School in East Lansing,
Michigan, returned to the classroom this year
after being acting principal there last
semester . Jean was offered the principalship
on a permanent basis but says her heart
remains in the classroom. This article is an
excerpt from her new book, Classroom
Misbehavior-Turning It Arourd . You can
obtain a coy by sending $5 .95 to Fanning
Press, 525 Woodland Drive, East Lansing,
Michigan 48823.

DISCIPLINE MATTERS ATTENDED TO BY DEPUTY PRINCIPALS
Referral Procedures :
1.

,,,,::::::Classroom
Pupils referred by teachers
Playground Duty

2.

Requests from Principal

3.

Observations by Deputy Principal

4.

Information provided by pupils on the actions of
others .

5.

Requests ;by parents

6.

Reports by canteen staff

Offences (Sample Cases)
(1) Joe was teasing Fred and a fight broke out on the playground .
(2) Sally stole food from the canteen .
(3) Sean intimidated Gerry into giving him money .
(4) Leslie swore at Lyn after losing a running race .
(5) Ian swore at a teacher and refused to pick up rubbish .
(6) Les refused to do the class work his teacher had assigned .
(7) Jenny marked her name on her desk with a knife .
(8) Peter was found smoking in the toilet .

A WEEK IN THE LIFE OF A DEPUTY PRINCIPAL
ategories of
iscipline
Problems

ownership
(Who will look
after the problem?)

Some Possible
School Wide
Solutions

